Biography:
Barbara Wichman holds a long-standing reputation for accelerating positive change in
organizations and leaders.
Barbara's expertise lies in evolving cultures to accelerate goal achievement, develop
leaders for current organizational needs, and more importantly, for its future.
Her organization savvy is solidified with her expertise in change management and
collaborative relationship style, so strategies, purpose, and vision are realized.
She provides intensive competency and capability development for high-potential senior
leaders and foundational intensives for emerging leaders.
Barbara is a consultant, author of two books on leadership, and co-author of a daily
journal for leaders. She is a speaker, a trusted confidante, and driven to create success
for her clients.
These requirements are intended to make the event as easy as possible for organizers and for Barbara.
We look to eliminate the organizers' stress with last minute requests and technical confusion.
Last-minute changes add cost and disruption, and she wants to respect your budget and brand.

Barbara's AV Requirements

Barbara's Room Requirements

A cordless headset microphone
A second microphone for the person
introducing Barbara
A wireless microphone (hand-held or
toss-box) for audience questions
Wireless remote presentation advancer
Small draped table for water
Round draped tables or chevron seating

Please remove any podiums
If a screen is used and centered in the front
room, please move it off to the side if there
is a possibility of walking into the actual
projection. Barbara enjoys seeing the
audience and bright projection lights can
have a blinding impact.

Barbara's Virtual Requirements
Chat room, poll, and question dedicated
support for events larger than 20 attendees
Dedicated technical support
Pre-meeting testing and technical review

Barbara's Video Permissions
If the presentation is recorded, Barbara grants
permission for the client to use the recording
internally only provided the client agrees to
present Barbara a copy within 30 days of the
presentation date; for live and virtual events.

As a high-energy, engaging speaker, I will move freely around the stage.

info@barbarawichman.com
630-423-1353

